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ABSTRACT
To improve programmability and productivity, recent GPUs adopt
a virtual memory address space shared with CPUs (e.g., NVIDIA’s
unified memory). Unified memory migrates the data management
burden from programmers to system software and hardware, and
enables GPUs to address datasets that exceed their memory capacity.
Our experiments show that while the implicit data transfer of uni-
fied memory may bring better data movement efficiency, page fault
overhead and data thrashing can erase its benefits. In this paper,
we propose several user-transparent unified memory management
schemes to 1) achieve adaptive implicit and explicit data transfer
and 2) prevent data thrashing. Unlike previous approaches which
mostly rely on the runtime and thus suffer from large overhead,
we demonstrate the benefits of exploiting key information from
compiler analyses, including data locality, access density, and target
reuse distance, to accomplish our goal. We implement the proposed
schemes to improve OpenMP GPU offloading performance. Our
evaluation shows that our schemes improve the GPU performance
and memory efficiency significantly.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The next milestone in supercomputing, exascale systems will be
reached by relying heavily on accelerators to meet performance
and energy efficiency goals. The massive threading ability of GPUs,
the most popular accelerator today, benefits applications in science
and engineering with large amounts of parallelism, and also sup-
ports machine learning computations. However, accelerator-based
nodes still suffer from poor programmability and thus introduce
productivity concerns that are potentially a major obstacle to the
efficient utilization of exascale systems.
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One of the most profound programming challenges in this con-
text is handling the necessary data management. Traditionally, the
GPU can only operate on data in its own memory. This requires
application developers to explicitly move data between GPU local
memory and CPU system memory, and they must do so carefully to
ensure correctness and efficiency. In recent years, the size of applica-
tion datasets has grown steadily. Yet during this time, GPU memory
capacity has not experienced a significant increase, due to power
constraints. Thus many applications have datasets that exceed the
GPU’s memory capacity; to overcome this, manual reorganization
of the computation may be needed.

To address these challenges, recent NVIDIA GPU architectures
support unified virtual memory, where a unified memory address
space is shared across different computing devices, including CPUs
and GPUs [35, 40]. Unified memory offers two major benefits. First,
a single memory space enables seamless data sharing between
different computing devices. Programmers can assume a virtual
memory system which they are already familiar with. The respon-
sibility for data transfer between different devices is migrated from
programmers’ shoulders to the system software and hardware. Sec-
ond, unified memory enables the GPU code to address datasets that
are larger than its memory capacity. For such workloads, the CPU
memory serves as backup storage, and data is implicitly moved into
and out of the GPU memory on demand at page granularity.

We have analyzed the performance implications of unified mem-
ory. Our studies show that on the one hand, unified memory can
avoid redundant data movement thanks to its on-demand, page-
grained implicit transfer. Yet it may suffer from page fault overhead,
and data thrashing for GPU-memory-oversubscribed workloads. Ex-
plicit data transfer techniques (e.g., explicit data copy, prefetching),
on the other hand, provide the means to eliminate these overheads.
Therefore, we may wish to exploit explicit data transfer techniques
as well as the implicit mechanisms in order to achieve efficient,
user-transparent memory management across CPUs and GPUs.
Throughout, we refer to on demand data transfers initiated by the
unified memory driver/OS as implicit, and data transfers arising
from bulk data movement calls as explicit, no matter whether they
are inserted by the application developer, the compiler, or its run-
time system.

In this paper, we propose a set of hybrid implicit/explicit data
transfer schemes to accomplish efficient GPU unified memory man-
agement, taking the needs of large datasets into account. In order
to retain the programmability advantage of unified memory, we
adopt a compiler-runtime collaborative approach which requires
no effort from application developers. The compiler is responsible
for analyzing high level data access behavior, while the runtime
takes into account both dynamic execution status and the static
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information provided by the compiler to optimize data mapping
and movement. Unlike previous memory management proposals
that rely heavily on the runtime or OS [6, 31, 36, 45], our schemes
have much lower execution overhead because most of the analysis
is performed at compile time.

We have implemented the proposed strategies in the LLVM in-
frastructure and used them to optimize OpenMP GPU offloading
performance. OpenMP is a widely used model for on-node parallel
programming [12]. It supports the offloading of computations to
accelerators such as GPUs since version 4.0 [1]. The recently re-
leased OpenMP 5.0 supports unified memory [3]. In an era where
new accelerators are emerging rapidly, portability across different
hardware platforms is more important than ever. OpenMP pro-
vides significant portability benefits compared with native GPU
programming models such as CUDA [33] due to its wide applicabil-
ity and robust support. It is moreover easier to apply OpenMP than
CUDA or OpenCL [41] to existing code, thanks to its directive-based
approach. Besides, OpenMP has a broader user and developer com-
munity than OpenACC [2], and thus enjoys more vendor support.
Nevertheless, our compiler-runtime collaborative approaches do
not depend on any specific programming model and can be easily
deployed to support other GPU programming models including
CUDA and OpenACC.

Overall, we make the following contributions in this paper:
• We analyze the performance of OpenMP GPU offloading
under unified memory. Our analysis reveals that implicit and
explicit system-level data transfer techniques may both be
needed to efficiently utilize unified memory. It also shows
that data thrashing may hurt performance significantly for
large workloads (Section 2.3).

• We propose a set of compiler-runtime collaborative schemes
for the purpose of providing reliably efficient unifiedmemory
management (Section 3). To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first work to optimize unified memory management
via compiler analyses as well as in the runtime. Among
these schemes, the target reuse distance based method is
able to exploit fine grained data locality, and thus has the
best performance and data movement efficiency overall. Our
evaluation shows it achieves a geometric mean speedup
of 7.6× across all benchmarks and an 18.7× speedup for
oversubscribed workloads over the default unified memory.
The speedup is 9.7× for the ECP proxy application miniVite
(Section 5).

• We propose a set of compiler analyses for data locality, access
density, and target reuse distance (Section 4), and demon-
strate that they provide useful information to the unified
memory management schemes proposed in Section 3.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
2.1 Unified Memory
Traditional GPU architectures do not permit the CPU and GPU
to access each other’s memory. To enable data communication,
data transfers between their distinct memories need to be explicitly
programmed at the application level. This method suffers from two
major drawbacks: 1) a significant user effort is required to manage
data allocations and transfers manually, especially when trying to

achieve high performance, and 2) the GPU cannot handle datasets
whose footprints exceed its memory capacity. Yet many of today’s
applications operate on huge datasets. To support their deployment
on a GPU, significant code and algorithm changes are often required
to partition data and computation effectively.

To simplify GPU programming as well as enable large dataset
processing, NVIDIA introduced unified memory in the Kepler GPU
architecture [34], and significantly enhanced it in the subsequent
Pascal architecture [35]. Under unified memory, programmers are
provided with a single virtual memory space encompassing both
CPU and GPU memory, just as they are accustomed to on con-
temporary CPUs. They do not need to worry about the physical
locations of data. The underlying system software and hardware
manage the mapping between virtual and physical memory space
automatically at the granularity of pages.

Unified memory thus relieves application developers of the bur-
den of data management and enables several GPU data mapping
options that were not available on previous GPU architectures. We
leverage these mapping options in the schemes proposed in Section
3. The options are as follows.

1. Move data between different memories on demand (i.e., im-
plicit transfer). This is the default policy employed by unified mem-
ory which is intended to leverage page level data locality. A page
in CPU memory is automatically moved into GPU memory when
the GPU requests it, and vice versa. If the target memory is full,
an LRU-like policy is used to select pages to evict [40]. As a result,
recent GPU-accessed pages are cached in the GPU memory, i.e., the
GPU memory acts as a “cache” of the CPU memory.

2. Prefetch data instead of fetching on demand (i.e., explicit trans-
fer). Prefetching (with cudaMemPrefetchAsync) moves data into
the GPU memory in advance of computation, and thus the associ-
ated memory accesses enjoy lower latency. As we will soon see in
Section 2.3, prefetching data helps avoid expensive runtime page
fault processing.

3. Assign the preferred mapping location of a virtual memory
region to a certain place in physical memory. This prevents the sys-
tem software from moving data once it is in the preferred location.
Note that setting a preferred location does not mean data cannot
be moved. It can still be replaced by other data when the preferred
memory is fully occupied. It is also possible to have multiple copies
of read-only data in different memories to facilitate read-only data
sharing. This is achieved using the CUDA API cudaMemAdvise.

2.2 OpenMP GPU Offloading
We focus on OpenMP GPU offloading in this paper. We expect that
the rapidly improving maturity of OpenMP compiler support for
offloading will lead to strong growth in its use for exploiting GPUs,
especially in the HPC community. It is important to note that the
problems uncovered here are generic to GPUs that support unified
memory, and the proposed solutions are not limited to any specific
programming model.

Listing 1 shows an example of OpenMP offloading code. The
code region encapsulated with the omp target directive is executed
on an accelerator (e.g., GPU). We call such a code region a target
region or a kernel. The teams distribute directive instructs the
compiler to distribute N inner loop iterations across all thread
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Figure 1: Performance under different GPU memory man-
agement options. The x and y axes represent the workload
size and execution time respectively. The y axis of (b) is on
the logarithmic scale.

blocks, and the parallel for directive instructs the compiler to
further distribute iterations belonging to a thread block across all
its threads. In the absence of unified memory, data copying between
CPU and GPU is specified using map clauses, where to means the
data object should be copied from the CPU to the GPU, and from
means data copy from GPU to CPU. Here, a data object means a
certain memory region that is required for GPU execution. It could
be a scalar variable, a data structure, or an array. In this simple
vector addition example, A and B are copied to the GPU before
execution of the target region’s code, and C is copied out after
the GPU finishes. With unified memory, the code can be further
simplified by removing the map clauses, because the GPU and CPU
directly share data.

1 // Without unified memory
2 #pragma omp target teams distribute parallel for \
3 map(to:A[0:N],B[0:N]) map(from:C[0:N])
4 for (int i = 0; i < N; i++)
5 C[i] = A[i] + B[i];
6 // With unified memory
7 #pragma omp target teams distribute parallel for
8 for (int i = 0; i < N; i++)
9 C[i] = A[i] + B[i];

Listing 1: An OpenMP GPU offloading example of vector
addition.

2.3 Case Study of UM Management Options
We have experimented with different GPU memory management
options and compared their performance, in order to study the
inherent performance problems and to help us design the desired
unified memory management scheme that overcomes them. After
porting miniVite [18] to use OpenMP GPU offloading, we studied
its performance under different input datasets and use it here as an
illustrative example. miniVite is a US Exascale Computing Project
(ECP) proxy application that implements a single phase of the
Louvain method for graph community detection. We conducted our
experiments on the ORNL Summit system which is equipped with
NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPUs [4]. The detailed experimental setup is
described in Section 5.1. Section 5.2 will show the results of other
benchmarks.

Figure 1 gives the application execution time under different
GPU memory management options. We show the performance of
GPU-memory-fitted (where the dataset fits into GPU memory) and
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Figure 2: Execution time and interconnect traffic breakdown
for different GPU memory management options. The bar
hatched with ‘\’ represents Baseline. The bar not hatched
represents UM_DEF. The bar hatched with ‘/’ represents
UM_PF. H2D and D2H represent traffic from CPU to GPU
and from GPU to CPU, respectively. Page_Fault represents
the page fault processing time. Compute represents the re-
mainder of the execution time. In reality, the computation
partially overlaps with the other operations measured.

GPU-memory-oversubscribed (where it does not) workloads sepa-
rately, since they display very different characteristics. “Baseline” is
a version of miniVite that represents the traditional programming
approach, where GPU data is explicitly allocated and copied be-
tween devices at the application level. Note that Baseline inherently
works for fitted workloads only. Host represents the case when
data is pinned to the CPU memory and GPUs access them remotely.
The behavior of two versions of unified memory-based code are
given. UM_DEF is the default case where pages are migrated on
demand (i.e., implicit transfer), while in UM_PF requested data is
always prefetched to the GPU before kernel execution (i.e., explicit
transfer). Our key observations are as follows.
1. Prefetching removes GPU page fault overhead effectively.
UM_PF always outperforms UM_DEF for fitted workloads as shown
in Figure 1(a). To understand why, Figure 2(a) shows the execution
time breakdown reported by the NVIDIA GPU profiling tool nvprof.
Most traffic is from CPU to GPU (H2D) for fitted workloads. We
observe that UM_DEF spends most of the execution time on GPU
page fault processing. On a GPU page fault, an exception is sent
to the CPU to look up and update the page table. This process
involves multiple CPU-side system software invocations, as well as
CPU-GPU communication, and thus suffers from large overhead.
As a result, the GPU does not have enough computation to hide the
page fault latency. For example, the entire computation of Baseline
is shorter than the page fault time of UM_DEF in Figure 2(a).

On the other hand, UM_PF does not suffer from the page fault
overhead (no green portion for UM_PF in Figure 2(a)). This is be-
cause GPU page table entries have been appropriately updated
during prefetching.
2. Unified memory helps avoid unnecessary data movement
for irregular memory access patterns. Interestingly, although
UM_DEF suffers from significant page fault overhead as described
above, it still outperforms Baseline for small workloads. This is
contrary to the common belief that explicit data movement (i.e.,
Baseline) always has better performance than implicit data move-
ment (i.e., UM_DEF). This is because under user-specified explicit
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data transfer (Baseline), whenever a memory region is mapped to
the GPU/CPU, the entire region has to be moved, even if only a
small fraction of it will be actually accessed. It is often impossible for
the application developer to determine which portion of memory is
required at runtime, e.g., under irregular memory access patterns.
Therefore, Baseline may result in redundant data movement. In
contrast, UM_DEF only migrates data that is actually requested,
and thus potentially moves less data than Baseline.

Another interesting observation is the fact that although UM_PF
prefetches the entire memory region, it incurs fewer data transfers
than Baseline (i.e., UM_PF’s H2D is shorter than Baseline’s H2D
in Figure 2(a)). This is the other case where the implicit transfer
prevails: when a portion of the data transferred is already in the des-
tination memory, implicit transfer will result in less data movement.
Under UM_PF, although the entire memory region is prefetched on
its very first prefetching operation, subsequent prefetching calls
for the same memory region will not fetch data that is already in
the GPU memory. As a result, UM_PF also has better data transfer
efficiency than Baseline.
3. Data thrashing harms performance significantly forwork-
loads that exceed theGPUmemory capacity. Figure 1(b) shows
that both UM_DEF and UM_PF suffer from severe performance
degradation when the dataset is larger than the GPUmemory. Their
performance is orders of magnitude worse than that of Host. The
reason for the poor performance of unified memory in this case
is that data is transferred back and forth between CPU and GPU
memory repeatedly (i.e., data thrashing takes place).

We do not give the breakdown of execution time for oversub-
scribed workloads, because almost all the time is used to address
page faults. Instead, Figure 2(b) shows the data transfer volume
between CPU and GPU. For both UM_DEF and UM_PF, there is a
dramatic traffic increase in both directions. The traffic volume is
much larger than the workload size, which indicates the existence
of data thrashing.

Data thrashing happens because reused data items contend with
each other for the limited GPU memory space. Such contention
happens not only between data accessed by different kernels, but
also among different data used by the same kernel. UM_PF shows
more significant traffic growth, because even prefetched data ob-
jects contend with each other for memory when all data required
by a kernel is larger than the GPU memory capacity. Data thrash-
ing not only adversely affects performance, but also wastes energy
because a lot of data is transferred redundantly.

In the GPU execution paradigm, where hundreds of thousands of
threads run concurrently, different threads usually perform similar
operations on different data items to exploit the massive parallelism
of the GPU. As a result, a large volume of data is accessed in a short
time, which fills up the GPU memory quickly and leads to the
eviction of old data. When there is data reuse, it is very likely that
reused data has already been evicted from the GPU memory under
the default LRU like replacement algorithm before it is needed again
[23, 28, 39]. Hence data thrashing is a widespread phenomenon on
GPUs.

Note that V100 GPUs and CUDA 9.2 support access counters to
avoid data thrashing [40], and this technology is enabled in our
evaluation of UM_DEF. However, as shown in Figure 1(b), access

counters cannot prevent GPU data thrashing. Rather, it is designed
to alleviate thrashing between CPU and GPU.
4. Pinning data to the CPUmemory achieves reasonable per-
formance for all workloads. Host has reasonable performance
for all workloads. For workloads that fit into the GPU memory, the
average execution time of Host is 1.15× of that of Baseline, and
1.19× of that of UM_DEF. For workloads that exceed the GPU mem-
ory capacity, while UM_DEF and UM_PF suffer from data thrashing,
Host keeps all data in the CPU memory and thus avoids data move-
ment. Besides, Host benefits from the high CPU-GPU interconnect
bandwidth of Summit (NVLink 2.0). Therefore, contrary to common
sense, pinning data to the CPU memory is a viable choice in GPU
data management, although it cannot achieve the best performance,
as we will show later.
Conclusion. Based on these observations, we conclude that the
keys to achieving efficient unified memory utilization are as follows:
1) retain the data transfer efficiency advantage of unified memory,
2) reduce page fault costs, and 3) avoid data thrashing for memory
oversubscribed workloads.

The first 2 goals conflict with each other: reducing page fault
costs requires prefetching as we show above, yet extensive prefetch-
ing may introduce unnecessary data transfer. The approach pro-
posed in this paper seeks to moderate the use of prefetching.

Observation 4 shows that pinning data to the CPU memory can
help achieve our third goal. However, it is not a good idea to place
all data in the CPU memory, as it has lower bandwidth and larger
latency. Therefore, the proposed GPU memory management policy
should be aware of data locality and access patterns, so that data
with better locality can be placed in the GPUmemory, while harmful
contention from data with poor locality needs to be prevented. The
next section will introduce our strategies to achieve these goals.

3 UNIFIED MEMORY MANAGEMENT
HEURISTICS

Section 2.3 has demonstrated that in order to achieve optimized uni-
fied memory performance, the GPU memory management scheme
should 1) carefully choose either implicit or explicit data transfer,
and 2) avoid data thrashing under oversubscribed workloads. Sec-
tion 3.1 explains how we select implicit or explicit data transfer. To
eliminate data thrashing, Section 3.2 and 3.3 introduce 2 schemes
to address intra- and inter-kernel thrashing, respectively. Section
3.4 refines the latter by utilizing the target reuse distance to further
exploit data locality. These data management decisions are made for
individual data objects. E.g., the target region in Listing 1 involves 3
data objects: A, B, and C. Finally, Section 3.5 provides a theoretical
discussion of the complexity of unified memory management.

3.1 Implicit vs. Explicit Transfer
The experiments in Section 2.3 demonstrate that implicit (on de-
mand) data transfer triumphs when a small portion of the data is
actually accessed, otherwise explicit data transfer (prefetching) is
preferred. In order to choose from these methods for a given code
region, we rely on a measure that assesses the fraction of a data
object accessed which we call the access density. We introduce our
density estimation method in Section 4.2.
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When an OpenMP target region is encountered, for each data
object involved, we will estimate its access density. If the density
of an object is lower than a threshold, we select implicit transfer
and do not do anything further for it. Otherwise, explicit transfer
is selected and we apply prefetching to that object before the GPU
starts execution of the target region. We have used an empirically
selected value of 0.5 as the threshold in our experiments.

3.2 Addressing Intra-kernel Thrashing
Data thrashing can occur between different data in the same target
region (or kernel), and between data in different target regions. In
order to address intra-kernel data thrashing, we propose a Regional
Locality based Management (RLM) scheme. This technique relies on
an evaluation of the locality of references to data objects within a
target region (which we call regional locality). We introduce our
strategy for estimating the locality of data objects in Section 4.1. In
this scheme, when an OpenMP target region is encountered, the
locality of each data object within this region is computed and used
to assign priorities to the data.

Objects with higher priorities will be placed in the GPU memory
to enjoy fast and high bandwidth accesses. Other objects with lower
priorities are placed in the CPU memory, so that they will not evict
objects in the GPU memory.
Algorithm.When a target region is invoked, the runtime makes
separate mapping decisions for every data object involved in the
order of their regional locality values (from highest to lowest). For
each data object, the algorithm goes through the following steps.
1 Check the location of the currently accessed data object. If it is
already in the GPUmemory, no further action is needed. Otherwise,
the runtime executes step 2. 2 Check if there is enough available
space in the GPU memory. If yes, the runtime moves the accessed
data object from its current location into the GPU memory and
finishes its processing. Otherwise, step 3 is required. 3 Select the
data object with the lowest priority in the GPU memory as the
replacement candidate. Note that objects with higher priorities in
the same kernel call cannot be replaced. The candidate is added
to the replacement candidate list. 4 Repeat step 3 until enough
space can be released, or no suitable replacement candidates can be
found. In the former case, data objects in the replacement candidate
list are removed from the GPU memory, so that the GPU memory
can accommodate the current object. In the latter case, the data
object is placed in the CPU memory instead of moving it into the
GPU memory. The replacement list is cleared without performing
an actual replacement.
Data Mapping Enforcement. As described in Section 2.1, the
system software fetches data into the GPU memory on demand
by default. Yet doing so could jeopardize the existing data map-
ping and evict data objects with higher priority. To avoid this, we
enforce the mapping of data objects that are placed in the CPU
memory by setting their preferred location to the CPU memory
using cudaMemAdvise. In this way, on-demand data fetching is dis-
abled, and the data location of these objects cannot be dynamically
changed by the system software.
Runtime Book Keeping. To enable RLM and other data manage-
ment schemes introduced later, some book keeping is necessary in

the runtime system. For each data object related to GPU compu-
tation, the runtime supporting RLM must maintain a record of its
current memory location, the replacement priority, and more.

3.3 Addressing Inter-kernel Thrashing
While RLM is able to eliminate intra-kernel data thrashing, it does
not take into account other target regions, and thus may suffer from
data thrashing across different target regions. To handle the inter-
kernel case, we introduce the Global Locality based Management
(GLM) scheme. GLM uses the locality of a data object in the entire
program to assign it a priority. The global locality of a data object
d is evaluated using the following formula:

GLd =
n∑
i=1

(RFi × RLi ,d ), (1)

where n represents the number of target regions, RFi represents the
invocation frequency of the ith target region, and RLi ,d represents
the regional locality of object d in the ith target region. Section 4.1
introduces the methods used to estimate RFi and RLi ,d . If d is not
used in the ith target regions, RLi ,d is set to 0.
Algorithm. The steps followed in GLM to make data mapping de-
cisions are similar to those of RLM, except that the global locality of
a data object is used to set its priority, instead of its regional locality.
The usage of global locality ensures that the priority of a certain
data object does not change across different target regions. The
benefit of having consistent priorities is that it completely avoids
thrashing: after the warm up phase in which the GPU memory is
filled with objects with the highest global priorities, they will not
be replaced in later execution.
Limitation. The major drawback of GLM is that when global lo-
cality is applied, dynamic execution details can no longer be taken
into account. As a result, it then cannot exploit fine-grained locality
optimization opportunities. For instance, some data objects may
have poor locality globally, and thus be placed into the CPU mem-
ory by GLM. Yet they might have good locality in certain execution
phases, during which it could be beneficial to move them into the
GPU memory temporarily.

Figure 3: Target region control flow of cfd.

Figure 3 shows the target region relationship in the cfd bench-
mark [10], where GLM results in suboptimal data mapping de-
cisions. In the figure, each node represents a target region, and
edges represent control flow paths. There are two nested loops
in this example. For each target region, the data objects that it
accesses are listed in red below it, ordered with respect to their
global locality. Those with highest global locality are placed on top,
thus, GLV > GLN > GLF > GLO . Assuming the GPU memory
can retain 2 objects, GLM will place V and N into GPU memory
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throughout the entire code’s execution. However, F is used in both
TR1 and TR2 while N is only used in TR1 in the inner loop. It is
more beneficial to keep V and F in the GPU memory instead of V
and N when the control flow enters the inner loop. Neither GLM
nor RLM are able to suitably exploit the locality of F in this scenario.

3.4 Target Reuse Distance based Management
To address the limitations of schemes above and better account for
data locality at the finer granularity, we propose the Target Reuse
Distance based Management (RDM) scheme. RDM exploits the reuse
distance of data objects at the OpenMP target region level for data
management.
Target Reuse Distance Definition. When a target region is in-
voked, wemay be able tomake superiormapping decisions if we can
take the reuse distance of an accessed data object, which represents
how soon it will be reused in the future, into account. Traditionally,
the reuse distance is defined as the number of different memory
locations accessed between two consecutive accesses to the same
memory location [14]. In our work, instead, the target reuse distance
is measured in terms of the number of target regions encountered
between two adjacent uses of the same data object, in order to
simplify compiler analysis. Note that the target reuse distance is
almost equivalent to the traditional reuse distance in the context of
this paper. In the rest of this paper, reuse distance represents target
reuse distance unless stated otherwise.

RDM is inspired by Belady’s OPT algorithm [8], as will be dis-
cussed in Section 3.5. Its key idea is to preferentially keep data
objects that will be reused sooner (i.e., have shorter reuse distance)
in GPU memory. In Figure 3, the reuse distance of O in TR0 is 2,
since its next reuse is in TR2. The reuse distance of F in TR2 is 1,
because in most cases, it is reused by TR1 in the next iteration of
the inner loop. Section 4.3 introduces the compiler analysis that we
have developed to estimate reuse distance.
Next Reuse Time Predication. Given its reuse distance, the next
reuse time of a data object can be predicted at a target region
invocation. To achieve this, first, a global timer target region counter
(TRC) is employed by the runtime to keep track of the number of
target regions that it has encountered so far, as the representation of
the current “time”. It is initialized to 0 at the beginning of execution,
and increased by 1 whenever a target region is encountered.

Upon encountering a target region, the reuse distance estimated
by the compiler is passed to the RDM runtime along with all data
objects involved. Then the next reuse time of a data object is com-
puted as its reuse distance plus TRC. The runtime will keep track
of the predicted next reuse time of every data object, which will be
used to make data placement/replacement decisions.
Algorithm.When a target region is invoked, the runtime priori-
tizes the mapping of data objects with smaller reuse distance. Data
mapping decisions are made for every data object following these
steps. 1 Check whether the current data object is already in GPU
memory. If not, the 2nd step is executed. 2 Check whether there
is enough free space in GPU memory to accommodate the current
data object. If not, the 3rd step is executed to try to release memory
space. 3 From all data objects in the GPU memory, select the one
that is predicted to be reused in the furthest future (i.e., has the
largest next reuse time) as the replacement candidate. The predicted

next reuse time of the current object is compared with that of the
candidate. Based on the result of the comparison, 1) if the current
object has a larger next reuse time, we do not replace the candidate
since it is expected to be reused sooner. The current data object is
not moved to the GPU memory in this case. 2) If their next reuse
time is equal, the global locality of data objects is used as a tie
breaker to choose whether the candidate should be replaced. 3) If
the candidate is expected to be reused at a later time in future, the
replacement is appropriate. Qualified candidates are inserted into
the replacement candidate list. 4 Repeat step 3 until enough mem-
ory space is identified that can be released, or no further qualified
replacement candidate can be found. If there is sufficient space for
replacement, the data objects in the replacement candidate list are
removed from the GPU memory. Otherwise, the current data object
is kept in the CPU memory.

RDMachieves optimized data locality exploitation through adopt-
ing target reuse distance. For the example in Figure 3, RDM will
keep F instead of N when the control flow reaches the inner loop,
because F has a shorter reuse distance. Thus it is able to exploit the
locality of F, unlike RLM and GLM.
PartialMapping.We observe that many data objects in large-scale
computations are large. Mapping data at the object granularity of-
ten underutilizes GPU memory space (by several GBs typically). To
reduce such wastage, we implement a mechanism, partial mapping,
that allows part of a data object to be mapped to the GPU memory
while the remainder is mapped to CPU memory. When partial map-
ping is enabled, the data object whose priority immediately follows
those of data objects in the GPU memory is partially mapped to
both GPU and CPU memory. Currently, we do not distinguish dif-
ferent portions within a data object for simplicity: the first portion
of a partially mapped object, beginning from the lowest address,
is placed in the GPU memory, while the rest is placed in the CPU
memory. Exploration of such options is beyond the scope of this
paper.

3.5 Theoretical Analysis
Under unified memory, the GPU memory can be viewed as a cache
for the CPU memory, therefore unified memory management re-
sembles cache management to a certain degree. In 1966, Belady
described the optimal replacement policy for caches with standard
structures (e.g., direct mapped, set associative, etc.) if the future
memory access pattern is known in advance [8]. The central idea
of Belady’s OPT is to evict the cache line that will be reused in
the furthest future (i.e., with the largest reuse distance) on replace-
ment. It has been widely used to study the theoretical performance
boundary of cache replacement algorithms.

However, the replacement/management of GPUmemory is much
more complicated than that of standard caches for the following
reasons. 1) While cache lines always have identical sizes, the data
object size varies a lot. To accommodate one data object, it is often
necessary to evict multiple others. 2) The transfer overhead also
varies across different data objects based on their access patterns,
which OPT does not take into account. 3) A tie break mechanism is
requiredwhen two data objects have the same next reuse time, while
OPT does not include such a mechanism because it is impossible for
2 cache lines to have the same next reuse time. It has been proved
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that the replacement/management problem in the presence of such
complex memory systems is NP-complete [9]. Therefore, Belady’s
OPT is not the optimal algorithm for unified memory management.

In this paper, we have described 3 heuristic management schemes.
As Section 5.2 will show, they can achieve significant performance
improvement while still being practical. Among them, RDM is
directly inspired by Belady’s OPT algorithm. It utilizes compile-
time analysis to estimate the target reuse distance of data objects
and thus predicts their next reuse time.

4 UNIFIED MEMORY ANALYSIS
This section will introduce the compiler analysis technology needed
to support the schemes proposed in Section 3.

4.1 Data Locality Analysis
All 3 unified management schemes proposed in Section 3 need
locality information for data objects as input. First, we will explain
how to identify data objects that need locality analysis. Then, we
introduce how to analyze the regional locality of a data object. Last,
we describe the methodology used to evaluate global locality.
Data Object Identification. Our targets are all data objects that
exist in the unified memory space. Such objects can be allocated us-
ing CUDA memory allocation APIs (e.g., cudaMallocManaged), or
OpenMP memory allocation APIs (e.g., omp_target_alloc). Note
that we modify the implementation of omp_target_alloc so that
it is capable of unified memory allocation. We employ a GPU object
table (GOT) to track these objects. GOT also records other useful in-
formation related to such objects, such as locality per target region
and global locality.

We also need to capture the target regions that each data object is
used in. This is done by tracking the data flow of allocated pointers.
Whenever the pointer related to an object is passed as an argument
on a target offloading call, we conclude that the corresponding
target region is a user of that data object. The names of OpenMP
offloading functions start with __tgt_target.
Data Locality in a Single Target Region. The locality of a data
object in one target region, a.k.a, regional locality, is the key infor-
mation required by RLM (Section 3.2). In the LLVM IR, all memory
objects are accessed through load and store instructions. There-
fore we can evaluate the regional locality of a data object by es-
timating the execution frequency of all related load and store
instructions in a certain target region. The existing LLVM pass
BlockFrequencyInfo can help achieve this purpose. It statically
analyzes the execution frequency of every basic block based on
the branch taken probability. We enhance this pass to improve
its accuracy by leveraging GPU specific information, for instance,
each loop iteration is executed by exactly one GPU thread. The
execution frequency of a load/store instruction is equal to that of
its parent basic block. Through pointer chasing that starts from
the argument of a target region, all memory access instructions
related to an object can be found. By accumulating the execution
frequency of these instructions, the regional locality of a data object
is calculated.
Data Locality in the Entire Program. As introduced in Section
3.3 and 3.4, GLM and RDM need global locality information to

1 void computeAllBB() {
2 int PreBB2TR[][] = INF; // The distance from the beginning of a

basic block to a target region.
3 int PosBB2TR[][] = INF; // The distance from the end of a basic

block to a target region.
4 bool IsVisit[]; // Identify whether a basic block is visited in

this iteration.
5 do {
6 IsVisit[] = false;
7 computeBB(MainEntryBB); // Start from the entry basic block of

the main function.
8 } while (!PosBB2TR.isConverged());
9 }
10
11 void computeBB(BasicBlock BB) {
12 if (IsVisit[BB]) // This block has been visited.
13 return;
14 IsVisit[BB] = true;
15 foreach TR in Program.targetRegions()
16 PosBB2TR[BB][TR] = 0;
17 foreach SBB in BB.successors() {
18 computeBB(SBB); // Visit successors.
19 // Update PosBB2TR.
20 foreach TR in Program.targetRegions()
21 PosBB2TR[BB][TR] += Probability(from BB to SBB) * PreBB2TR[

SBB][TR];
22 }
23 // Update PreBB2TR.
24 foreach TR in Program.targetRegions() {
25 if (TR.isChildOf(BB)) // TR is in this BB.
26 PreBB2TR[BB][TR] = BB.targetRegionNumBefore(TR); // Number

of target regions before TR in BB.
27 else
28 PreBB2TR[BB][TR] = PosBB2TR[BB][TR] + BB.targetRegionNum();
29 }
30 }

Listing 2: The algorithm to calculate the basis block to target
region distance.

manage GPU memory. In Equation 1 which is used for global lo-
cality calculation, we already know how to estimate the regional
locality RL. Here, we introduce a method to evaluate the invocation
frequency of target regions, RF .

We adopt a method similar to that used to get the execution
frequency of loads/stores, to estimate the execution frequency of
target region invocation instructions (i.e., RF ). A major difference
is that RFi is the execution frequency of the ith target region per
program invocation. For instance, assume the main function calls
the function foo, and the latter one includes a target region TR. We
need to get the execution frequency of TR for one main invocation
(i.e., one execution of the program). To achieve this, we evaluate the
function invocation frequency recursively. For this example, it first
estimates the execution frequency of foo in main, Ff oo,main . Then
the global invocation frequency of TR is computed as Ff oo,main ×

FTR,f oo , where FTR,f oo is the execution frequency of TR in foo.
This method can also be used in the presence of recursive functions,
e.g., when foo calls itself. It is easy to prove that the invocation
frequency of recursive functions will eventually converge under
this algorithm. OnceRF andRL are both available, the global locality
of a data object is computed using Equation 1.

4.2 Access Density Analysis
Access density information is key to making the implicit/explicit
data transfer selection. Formally, access density is defined as the
number of actually accessed bytes divided by the total object size.
The total object size can be easily obtained at runtime. However,
obtaining the number of actually accessed bytes generally requires
expensive runtime technology such as profiling, especially under
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irregular memory access patterns. Fortunately, OpenMP target re-
gions follow a regular pattern, which makes a simple compiler-
runtime collaborative solution possible.

A target region is typically composed of a single loop, e.g., List-
ing 1. In most cases, the loop body does not include nested loops,
which makes it possible for the compiler to analyze the data amount
accessed in a single iteration (Biter ) in a relatively accurate man-
ner. Biter is calculated as

∑n
i=1(Fi × Si ), where n is the number of

memory access instructions, Fi is the execution frequency of the
ith instruction, and Si is its access granularity (e.g., 8 bytes for a
double load). We already show how to estimate Fi in Section 4.1.
In addition, the pre-existing OpenMP runtime already has the loop
count (LC) information, and therefore the total number of bytes
accessed across all iterations can be estimated using Biter × LC .
Then, the access density is calculated as Biter × LC/Total_Size .

Note that this solution does not consider data reuse (i.e., multiple
accesses to the same memory location), and thus the result density
may be larger than the actual value. Section 5.2 will analyze the
efficiency of this algorithm.

4.3 Target Reuse Distance Analysis
RDM requires the target reuse distance information to manage
unified memory. Our target reuse distance calculation algorithm
includes 3 steps.
Basic Block to Target Region Distance Calculation. As the
first step, we calculate the distance from every basic block to ev-
ery target region. We define the distance from basic block BB to
target region TR (PosBB2TR in Listing 2) as the number of target
regions encountered between BB and TR during execution (i.e., it
is a dynamic rather than static concept.). Note that the definition is
consistent with that of target reuse distance in Section 3.4.

Listing 2 shows the pseudo code of the basic block to target
region distance calculation algorithm. It resembles classic data
flow analysis. The algorithm outputs two arrays, PreBB2TR and
PosBB2TR, which represent the distances from the beginning and
end of a basic block, respectively, to a target region. The basic idea
of this algorithm is to derive the distance from a basic block to a
target region based on those of its successor blocks, which is imple-
mented in the computeBB function. Tomake the algorithm converge,
computeAllBB employs a do-while loop to run computeBB on the
entry basic block of the main function multiple times. Note that this
algorithm also works for inter-procedural (i.e., inter function) reuse
distance analysis, by extending the control flow graph at function
call sites.
Region to Region Distance Calculation. With the basic block
to target region distance, we are able to calculate the distance
between target region pairs. Assume the source and destination
target regions are TRs and TRd respectively, and the parent basic
block of TRs is BBs . The distance from TRs to TRd is computed as
PosBB2TR[BBs][TRd] + the number of target regions in BBs after
TRs . In Figure 3, the distance between TR1 and TR2 is 1, while the
distance from TR2 to TR0 is a large number because of the inner
loop.
Target Reuse Distance Calculation. Finally, we derive the reuse
distance of a data object based on the distance between target
regions. For a specific data object D at the target region TR, we find

all other target regions that also use D. The minimal distance from
TR to these target regions is the reuse distance of D at TR.

5 EVALUATION
5.1 Experimental Methodology
To evaluate the performance of the proposed unified memory man-
agement schemes, we performed a set of experiments on the Summit
system at Oak Ridge National Laboratory [4], which is the current
number one on the TOP500 list [42]. Each Summit node is equipped
with 2 POWER9 CPUs and 6 Tesla V100 GPUs. They are connected
through NVLink 2.0, which provides up to 300GB/s IO bandwidth
per GPU. The Tesla V100 GPU has 84 SMs and is equipped with
16GB HBM2 memory. It supplies a local memory bandwidth of
900GB/s.

We have implemented our schemes in the latest LLVM 9.0 frame-
work [25], including its C/C++ front end Clang, and the OpenMP
runtime which is mainly contributed by Intel and IBM. The latest
LLVM includes OpenMP GPU offloading support [7]. To enable
offloading for NVIDIA GPUs, along with -fopenmp, we pass the
flag -fopenmp-targets=nvptx64-nvidia-cuda to Clang. We use
the Linux kernel 4.14.0 and the CUDA 9.2.148 on Summit.

In addition to miniVite, we also rewrote backprop, bfs, cfd,
hotspot, kmeans, nn, and srad from the Rodinia benchmark suite
to use OpenMP GPU offloading [10, 32]. The performance of our
optimized OpenMP offloading codes matches that of the corre-
sponding CUDA versions. These benchmarks and miniVite are
used in our evaluation. For each benchmark, we generated inputs
of various sizes to assess the performance impact of workload sizes.
The default optimization level in the Rodinia benchmark suite is
used during compilation. Each experiment was run 3 times and the
average result is reported.

5.2 Result Analysis
Figure 4 illustrates the performance of various GPU memory man-
agement schemes. They include Baseline (the traditional approach
where data transfer is explicitly specified through OpenMP map
clauses), UM (the default unified memory), Host (where data is
always placed in the CPU memory), RLM, GLM, and RDM (the
schemes proposed in this paper). Besides, we also implement a fully
runtime-based GPU data management scheme, LRU, which lever-
ages the Least Recently Used algorithm [13], as a reference. LRU
keeps the most recently used data objects in the GPU memory and
other objects in the CPU memory, so it is immune to intra-kernel
data thrashing. Besides, LRU transfers data explicitly.

For workloads that fit into the GPU memory (i.e., to the left
of the vertical line), all three proposed schemes perform similarly
because no replacement is involved. For workloads that exceed
the GPU memory capacity (i.e., to the right of the vertical line),
when Baseline cannot work anymore, UM incurs significant data
thrashing except in the case of nn. Therefore, the logarithmic scale
is used for the y axis except for results with nn.
Data Transfer Efficiency for Fitted Workloads. For workloads
that fit into the GPU memory (to the left of the vertical line), we
observe that RLM, GLM, and RDM, which are able to adaptively
choose from implicit or explicit transfer, achieve better performance
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Figure 4: Performance under various schemes. The x axis represents the workload size, and workloads to the right of the
vertical black line exceed the GPU memory capacity. The y axis represents the execution time and is on the logarithmic scale
except that of nn. Note that the performance difference is greater than it appears to be because of the use of logarithmic scale.

than Baseline, UM, and LRU for miniVite, backprop, hotspot, and
kmeans. Using RDM as an example, by a geometric mean, the execu-
tion time of Baseline is reduced by 58.3% across these benchmarks
for fitted workloads (2.40× speedup). Figure 5(a) illustrates the data
volume transferred under RDM, which is normalized to that of
Baseline. It shows that the CPU-GPU traffic is significantly reduced
under RDM, thanks to implicit data transfer. Roughly 90% of traffic
for backprop and kmeans is eliminated, and thus they enjoy sub-
stantial performance improvement from our schemes. The results
demonstrate the ability of the hybrid implicit/explicit method to
achieve efficient data movement for fitted workloads where the
traditional approach is feasible.

Our schemes have on par performance with Baseline for other
benchmarks. For these benchmarks, explicit transfer always has
the best performance. Our methods cannot further reduce traffic.
Data Thrashing Prevention. For workloads that oversubscribe
the GPU memory (to the right of the vertical line), we observe that
other schemes outperform UM significantly. The geometric mean
speedup of Host, LRU, RLM, GLM, and RDM over UM is 8.2×, 8.5×,
3.7×, 15.7×, and 18.7×, respectively.While Host, GLM, and RDM can

effectively prevent the data thrashing that UM suffers from, RLM
and LRU still incur inter-kernel data thrashing for some workloads.
As discussed in Section 3.3, RLM is not aware of inter-kernel data
access patterns. On the other hand, LRU has been shown to be
insufficient to prevent data thrashing [23, 28, 39]. As a result, it
achieves an overall speedup similar to that of Host.

As an example, Figure 5(b) and 5(c) illustrate the data transfer
volume for 2 oversubscribed workloads of bfs. UM incurs a large
number of data transfers in both directions, because of data thrash-
ing. RLM prevents this for the 31GB workload, but experiences even
more traffic for the 19GB workload. There are 2 interleaving target
regions in bfs. For this 19GB workload, RLM fetches a large data
object into the GPU memory at one target region but evicts it at the
other target region to release space for other objects. As a result,
RLM moves this object back and forth repeatedly, incurring many
redundant data transfers, and leading to the poor performance of
RLM for this workload as shown in Figure 4.

GLM and RDM are able to completely remove data thrashing for
bothworkloads, as indicated by their 0 D2H traffic. RDMhas slightly
more H2D traffic when compared with GLM for the 31GB workload
because of the use of partial mapping. Recall that these schemes
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Figure 5: Data transfer efficiency. (a) Normalized RDM traffic for fitted workloads. (b) (c) Traffic for 2 oversubscribedworkloads
of bfs. H2D and D2H represent data transfer from CPU to GPU and that from GPU to CPU respectively.

place data objects with poor locality (or larger reuse distance) into
the CPU memory, and prevent them from being moved into the
GPU memory on demand. As a result, data objects with better
locality in the GPU memory are not evicted.
RDM vs. GLM. RDM outperforms GLM for benchmarks with com-
plex target region interactions. Taking the 19GB workload of cfd
as an example, when encountering the most time consuming target
region TR1, as shown in Figure 3, N has better global locality but
larger reuse distance. On the other hand, O that is already in the
GPU memory has poor global locality but will be used in the next
target region TR2. In this scenario, RDM keeps O in the GPU mem-
ory, while GLM incorrectly chooses to retain N and evict O out of
the GPU memory. As discussed in Section 3.4, GLM cannot adapt
to the changing memory access behavior because it uses a fixed
global locality during the entire execution. Instead, RDM is able to
adapt to dynamic execution behavior and thus exploit fine grained
data locality. For future applications with increasing amounts of
target regions, RDM is more desirable. Since RDM has the best
performance, we focus on it in the rest of this section.
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PerformanceContributionBreakdown. Figure 6 shows the geo-
metric mean speedup against UM of different RDM components
across all benchmarks’ workloads. First, we observe that exploiting
reuse distance alone brings significant performance benefits be-
cause it successfully exploits data locality and avoids data thrashing.
Second, combining implicit and explicit data transfer outperforms
the cases when only one of them is used, by a large margin. The
results demonstrate that it is important to leverage both implicit
and explicit transfer in unified memory management, as discussed
in Section 2.3. Lastly, partial mapping brings an additional 0.7×
improvement. Putting all components together, RDM achieves an
overall speedup of 7.6×.

Access Density Analysis. Recall that the choice between implicit
and explicit transfer is decided by access density analysis results.
For most benchmarks studied in this paper, we find our access
density analysis method gives the desired results, except bfs.

The largest data structure of bfs is used to store the graph edges.
Depending on the connectivity of a graph, a large fraction of edges
may not get accessed, and thus it may be benefitial to transfer this
data structure implicitly. Our algorithm estimates this data structure
to have a large access density, because there is an inner loop where
each thread traverses all edges connnected to a vertex. Therefore,
explicit transfer is used for it. When we change the percentage of
edges that are actually accessed from 0% to 100%, we find that the
execution time when transferring edges implicitly varies between
29% and 303% of that using explicit transfer. This demonstrates that
more accurate access density estimation methods can exploit such
performance opportunities, and we plan to explore them in the
future. As this example shows, more accurate methods will need
runtime knowledge since the access density depends on the input
graph. Therefore, such methods will incur more runtime overhead
compared with our static method, while our current solution is
simple and incurs very little overhead.
Scalability with Workload Size. To demonstrate the scalability
of RDM, Figure 7 shows the performance results of larger datasets
for bfs (up to 112GB). For workloads that exceed 112GB, UM cannot
complete execution within the 2 hour (7200 seconds) job limit of
Summit. Therefore we do not report the results for such workloads.
RDM shows good scalability overall. It achieves a geometric mean
of 269× speedup across these workloads, and a 132× speedup for the
largest 112GBworkload. Other benchmarks show similar scalability.
We do not show their results due to space limitations.
Overhead. There are 2 kinds of overheads introduced by the heuris-
tic schemes that we have developed, 1) static analysis overhead,
and 2) runtime overhead to make data management decisions.

For compiler analyses, the overhead in time to perform data
locality and density analyses is negligible compared with dozens
of default analysis and optimization passes in Clang. The reuse
distance analysis is more expensive since it employs a recursive
algorithm. In our evaluation, we found that it required at most a
few seconds when compiling our benchmarks. However, we only
incur these compile time overheads once in a program’s life cycle.

Our runtime support is integrated seamlessly into the existing
LLVM OpenMP device offloading runtime. All the requisite data
management algorithms are computationally inexpensive. As an
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example, for the 9GB workload of bfs, the runtime overhead of
RDM takes 0.9% of the total GPU computing time (which excludes
the data transfer and page fault time). All performance results
reported in this paper have included the runtime overhead.

The runtime also consumes extra memory for the purpose of
book keeping. For instance, RDM requires a 64-bit counter to keep
the global time, a 64-bit counter per object to keep the predicted
next reuse time, and an 8-bit counter per object to record the global
locality. Overall, the extra memory consumption is negligible.

6 RELATEDWORK
A variety of research has explored ways to optimize GPU memory
management in traditional contexts where data movement has to
be managed explicitly. CGCM [22] provides compiler and runtime
support to automate GPU memory management for CUDA pro-
grams. It also optimizes CPU-GPU communications for iterative
kernel invocations. DyManD [21] is a runtime system that supports
automatic CPU-GPU memory management for recursive data struc-
tures. GMAC [17] proposes a programming model to simplify and
optimize GPU data management. It requires application changes.
Pai et al. introduce a software coherence mechanism to reduce re-
dundant data transfers between the CPU and GPU [36]. Similarly,
SemCache [6] leverages a cache coherence-like protocol to opti-
mize communication between CPU and GPU. To improve the GPU
memory utilization of deep neural network training, Superneurons
[43] exploits tensor level data access patterns.

Ourwork is distinguished from these approaches in the following
ways. 1) Prior approaches always tranfer data explicitly, while
we also exploit implicit transfer enabled by unified memory. For
the same reason, they do not introduce access density analysis.
2) These efforts assume that the data always fits into the GPU
memory and do not consider oversubscribed workloads. As a result,
they do not need to distinguish importance across different data
objects, while we introduce data locality and reuse distance analyses
for better management of oversubscribed workloads. 3) Previous
methods adopt a heavy-runtime, light-compiler scheme, where the
runtime takes most responsibilities and the compiler helps with
instrumentation, scheduling, etc. On the other hand, we use a light-
runtime, heavy-compiler scheme instead, which employs a simple
and low overhead runtime that heavily relies on compiler analyses.

Some recent research aims to reduce the virtual-to-physical ad-
dress translation overhead for accelerators in the presence of unified
memory. Liu et al. propose to concentrate the address randomness
into the bank and channel index bits during GPU virtual-to-physical
address mapping, in order to achieve balanced page distribution
across banks and channels [30]. The proposed address mapping is
configured in hardware statically. DVM [20] reduces the address
translation overhead by allocating memory space with identical
virtual and physical addresses in most cases. GPU specific MMU
designs have also been proposed to adapt to the massive thread-
ing nature of GPU [37, 38, 48]. Koukos et al. propose a simplified
memory model to reduce cache coherence overhead [24]. ETC [26]
implements hardware extensions including eager eviction, SM throt-
tling, and memory compression, to address data thrashing under
GPU memory oversubscription. Ganguly et al. propose a hardware

prefetcher aware pre-eviction strategy, in order to deal with mem-
ory oversubscription [16]. These research focuses on hardware and
OS technology, while this paper investigates unified memory from
the compiler and runtime perspective. They can be used together
with our schemes to further improve unified memory performance.

Some research investigates data management in the presence
of a heterogeneous GPU memory system (i.e., a GPU has more
than one kind of memory attached). Agarwal et al. demonstrate
that the ratio of data allocation in each memory should be propor-
tional to their bandwidth in order to achieve the maximal combined
bandwidth [5]. DRAGON allows the GPU to directly access large
capacity NVM through loads/stores [31]. It leverages the unified
memory mechanism to trigger on-the-fly data transfer between
GPU memory and NVM. Zhao and Xie propose a data migration
mechanism to reduce GPU power consumption in heterogeneous
GPU memory systems [47]. In the context of CPU memory sys-
tems, Tahoe is a runtime system to utilize the task and profiling
information for hybrid DRAM and NVM memory management
[45]. [15, 29, 44, 46] also propose runtime or OS technology for
heterogeneous CPU memory management. These studies ignore
the impact of implicit data transfer in unified memory. Besides, they
incur significant runtime overhead for profiling and data tracking,
while our schemes utilize static compiler analysis information to
avoid such runtime overhead.

Since the introduction of device offloading in OpenMP 4.0, sev-
eral research efforts have aimed to optimize OpenMP device data
management via language extensions and/or implementation tech-
niques. Cui et al. propose a pipeline directive to break downOpenMP
parallel loops and thus achieve device computation and communi-
cation overlapping [11]. Grinberg et al. introduce a method to use
unified memory within the current OpenMP implementation [19].
These methods require non-trivial programming effort. In contrast,
our work does not need user input or any change to the API. Our
previous work studies the OpenMP offloading performance under
unified memory [32], and conducts some preliminary explorations
of compiler-based data locality and access density analyses [27].
Building upon them, this paper proposes a set of systematic unified
memory management policies, including the use of target reuse
distance.
Comparison with Previous Research. To the best of our knowl-
edge, the following contributions of this paper are unique: 1) com-
bining implicit and explicit data transfer for unified memory, 2)
eliminating data thrashing so that GPU achieves reasonable per-
formance for oversubscribed workloads, 3) compiler-based target
reuse distance analysis, and 4) compiler and runtime collaborative
access density analysis. Besides, existing methods rely on either
the runtime, OS, or hardware for data management, and neglect
the impact that the compiler analysis can have in this context.

7 CONCLUSION
We have developed and implemented compiler-runtime collabo-
rative strategies to improve OpenMP GPU data management un-
der unified memory. The proposed schemes enable the runtime to
adaptively choose implicit or explicit data transfer and to leverage
compiler analysis information, in order to avoid performance prob-
lems associated with unified memory. While these approaches are
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applied for single GPU and single stream benchmarks in this paper,
we plan to extend them for multiple GPU and stream environments.
It will require our analyses and runtime systems to work in a per
GPU and per stream manner. We have measured a geometric mean
performance improvement of 7.6× on benchmarks and a miniapp
as a result of these techniques. We have implemented them in the
LLVM framework for general distribution.
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